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a b s t r a c t

The transient convective burning of n-octane droplets interacting within double-layer arrays in a hot gas
flow perpendicular to the layers is studied numerically, with considerations of droplet surface regression,
deceleration and relative movement due to the drag of the droplets, internal liquid motion, variable prop-
erties, non-uniform liquid temperature and surface tension. Each layer in the double-layer array is a peri-
odic droplet array aligned orthogonal to the free stream direction. The droplets in different layers are
arranged either in tandem or staggered. Several different flame structures are found for the double-layer
arrays. The transient behaviors of the droplets in both upstream and downstream layers are studied and
compared, for various initial relative stream velocity and initial transverse droplet spacing. The average
surface temperature and vaporization rate for the front (or upstream) droplets and back (or downstream)
droplets are influenced by the flame structure. The front droplets in a double-layer array behave similarly
to the droplets in a single-layer array for the streamwise droplet spacing considered in this study. The
back droplets approach the front droplets because they generally have lower drag.

� 2011 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A wide interest has been evidenced in the study of vaporization
and burning of droplets in a spray environment over the past two
decades because of their important applications in many combus-
tors. Due to the complexities of this problem and various
limitations for experiments, numerical simulation is a desirable
approach in the relevant studies. An accurate numerical simulation
should include as many features of real physics (such as forced
convection, droplet interactions and 3-D configurations) as possi-
ble under currently available computing resources.

Some studies have been made in the literature on the convec-
tive vaporization of axi-symmetric droplets analytically [1] and
computationally [2,3] with assumption of constant thermo-physi-
cal properties. Other studies considered variable properties. Chiang
et al. investigated numerically the vaporization of an isolated mov-
ing droplet [4] or droplets moving in tandem [5,6] with variable
properties. They concluded that the thermal dependence of physi-
cal properties must be considered for high-temperature calcula-
tion. They obtained the correlations for the drag coefficients,
Nusselt and Sherwood numbers of the lead droplet and the down-
stream droplet. Nguyen et al. [7] experimentally and computation-
ally studied the trajectories of droplets moving in tandem, and
found that the trailing droplets reached the lead droplet because
they experienced less drag. Convective burning of axi-symmetric
ion Institute. Published by Elsevier

.

droplets have also been studied experimentally [8] and computa-
tionally [9–14]. Dwyer et al. [10,11] and Wu and Sirignano [12]
studied the effects of surface tension and found that the surface
tension had significant influence on the liquid motion inside the
burning droplet. Wu and Sirignano [12] and Pope et al. [14] iden-
tified some of the transient behaviors of an isolated convecting
burning droplet, with considerations of droplet surface regression,
deceleration due to the drag of the droplet, internal circulation in-
side the droplet, and variable properties.

The numerical calculations for 3-dimensional configurations
have been made for non-vaporizing spheres by Kim et al. [15],
and for vaporizing and burning interactive droplets by Stapf et al.
[16,17] without the consideration of internal circulation in the
liquid-phase. They found that the interactions inside the droplet
arrays had a strong influence on the flow field and the physical–
chemical processes. Wu and Sirignano [18,19] numerically studied
the transient convective burning of fuel droplets interacting within
an infinite periodic array and other single-layer arrays with consid-
erations of internal circulation inside the droplets and non-uniform
surface temperature. The spacing amongst droplets was found to
influence the burning rate by affecting the droplet surface temper-
ature and interactions amongst droplets. There are also 3-D calcu-
lations at high Reynolds number using simplified turbulence
models [20]. The approach of approximating 3-D droplet arrays
with 2-D models was also used in some studies [21] to reduce
the computational cost. A more complete review of droplet vapor-
ization and burning is given by Sirignano [22].

The task of this study is to simulate convecting, burning and
interactive droplets in 3-D double-layer arrays, by solving
Inc. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. The domains and boundaries of the double-layer periodic droplet array
(displayed in the x–z plane), with the grey zones representing the liquid-phase and
the rest representing the gas-phase, which is divided into five domains: spherical
domains 1 and 2, and cartesian domains 3, 4, and 5.
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numerically the Navier-Stokes, energy and species equations.
Droplet surface regression, deceleration of the stream flow due to
the drag of the droplets, relative movement amongst droplets,
internal circulation, variable properties, non-uniform surface tem-
perature, and surface tension are considered. Each layer in the dou-
ble-layer arrays is a periodic droplet array of the type discussed in
[18], and is aligned orthogonal to the free stream direction. Two
types of droplet arrangement in the flow direction are examined,
with droplets in the two layers in tandem or staggered. The calcu-
lations are first made for the assumption of no relative movement
between front droplets (droplets in the upstream layer) and back
droplets (droplets in the downstream layer) for droplets in tandem
in different layers. However, due to different drags on the droplets
in different layers, a relative movement between front droplets and
back droplets is expected and thus considered in the later calcula-
tions for a better account of the real physics. The transient behav-
iors for both front droplets and back droplets are studied and
compared, for various initial relative stream velocity and initial
transverse droplet spacing. The droplets staggered in different lay-
ers are also studied, with a focus on the flame structures and rela-
tive movement between the front and back droplets. While the
studies of single-layer arrays only provided insights for the behav-
iors of the most upstream droplets in a real spray, the studies of
double-layer arrays also help understand the behaviors of the
downstream droplets more common in a real spray and, addition-
ally, verify the representation of single-layer arrays for the most
upstream droplets in a spray by the comparisons of the behaviors
of the single-layer arrays and the upstream droplets in double-
layer arrays. The model and code are expanded accordingly to
Table 1
A list of the parameter cases calculated in this study, with sz,0/R0, sp0/d0 and Re0 denoting th
spacing, and initial Reynolds number, respectively. The value of ‘‘1’’ for sz,0/R0 represents

sz,0/R0

Droplets in tandem (fixed relative positions) 5.6
10.6
1

Droplets in tandem (with relative movement) 10.6
Staggered droplets (with relative movement) 5.6
allow the relative movement between the front and back droplets.
Therefore, the studies of double-layer arrays are a big step toward
understanding the totality of the behaviors of a real spray. No pre-
vious analysis has resolved the transient flow and transport for
both the surrounding gas and the internal liquid of a burning drop-
let array with relative motion between droplets.

2. Physical description

The single-component n-octane droplets form a double-layer
periodic array in a hot gas stream normal to the layers. The array
is infinite in both cross-flow directions and has two droplet layers
in the flow direction. Figure 1a and b show the two types of droplet
arrangement in the flow direction, i.e., droplets in tandem or stag-
gered along the flow direction. The flow is in the z-direction. For
the staggered arrangement, the droplets are staggered not only
in the x-direction (as suggested in Fig. 1b), but also in the y-direc-
tion. So, the two droplet centers in Fig. 1b are actually in different
x–z planes for 3-D configurations. Each droplet represents a peri-
odic distribution of droplets in the x–y plane by the use of y–z
and x–z symmetry planes. Therefore, only two droplets need to
be considered in the calculation for the current array configura-
tions. They are the front droplet (the representative droplet in
the upstream layer) and back droplet (the representative droplet
in the downstream layer). In fact, the actual domain for the calcu-
lation can be further reduced to only include a quarter of each
droplet due to symmetries.

The air flow has velocity U1, pressure p1, and temperature T1.
The initial droplet temperature Ts,0 is uniform and low compared to
the boiling point. The droplets have the same initial radius R0. The
transverse droplet spacing (in the x–y plane) is sp0 for both layers.
The streamwise droplet spacing (in the z-direction) is initially sz,0

and might change with time because of the expected relative
movement between the two layers of droplets. Although the front
droplet has a time-varying velocity Ud,1, we consider that it is not
moving by instantaneously having an inertial frame of reference
moving at the velocity of the front droplet [4–6]. The relative
stream velocity becomes: U01 ¼ U1 � Ud;1. The back droplet might
move relatively to the front droplet with a velocity of U0rel ¼
Ud;2 � Ud;1. A positive value of U0rel means that the back droplet is
moving toward to the front droplet. As the droplets are slowed
by the drag, the relative stream velocity and the relative moving
velocity of the back droplet are updated continuously. We assume
that there is no relative movement amongst droplets in the cross-
flow directions because of the balanced forces inside a periodic
droplet array. The gas flow is laminar because the initial Reynolds
number considered in this study is not large (below 150).

The gas-phase continuity, momentum, energy and species
equations and liquid-phase continuity, momentum and energy
equations are coupled and solved simultaneously. The equations
are the same as those used in [18,19]. The computational domain
for the gas-phase in Fig. 1a and b will be divided into two spherical
domains, with domain ‘‘1’’ around the front droplet and domain
‘‘2’’ around the back droplet, and three cartesian domains for the
rest, with domains ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’ enclosing the two gas-phase
e normalized initial streamwise droplet spacing, normalized initial transverse droplet
droplets in a single-layer array.

(sp0/d0, Re0)

(5.9,11), (5.9,45), (5.9,110), (2.4,45), (1.8,45), (1.8,89)
(5.9,11), (5.9,45), (5.9,89), (5.9,110), (2.4,45), (1.8,45), (1.8,89)
(5.9,11), (5.9,45), (2.4,45), (1.8,45), (1.8,89)
(5.9,11), (5.9,45), (5.9,89), (2.4,11), (2.4,45), (2.4,89),(1.8,45), (1.8,89)
(3.8,11), (3.8,45), (2.1,11), (2.1,45)
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spherical domains respectively and domain ‘‘5’’ being the connect-
ing domain between domains ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’. For the liquid-phase,
each droplet has one separate spherical domain. While domains
‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’ do not change with time, domain ‘‘5’’ is subject to
shrinking or expanding in the z-direction to take account of the rel-
ative movement between the front and back droplets. As the drop-
let surface regresses during vaporization, the mesh in the liquid-
Fig. 2. The contours of the gas-phase reaction rate and temperature at an early instant
Re0 = 45 and sz,0 = 5.6R0, case 3 with Re0 = 110 and sz,0 = 5.6R0, and case 4 with Re0 = 11
sp0 = 5.9d0.
phase domains and gas-phase spherical domains needs to be up-
dated with time. The details are provided in [12,18,19].

Because the front droplet is treated as stationary by instanta-
neously having an inertial frame of reference moving at the veloc-
ity of the front droplet while the back droplet has relative
movement to the front droplet, the liquid–gas interface for the
back droplet is moving in the z-direction at the speed of U0rel, which
during the lifetime for four cases: case 1 with Re0 = 11 and sz,0 = 5.6R0, case 2 with
0 and sz,0 = 10.6R0. All the cases have the same initial transverse droplet spacing
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modifies the velocity boundary conditions at the droplet surface
for the gas-phase spherical domain of the back droplet. Boundary
conditions at the interfaces of domains ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘5’’ and domains
‘‘4’’ and ‘‘5’’ are given by the continuity of the calculated quantities
and their first derivatives: f �~u; �h;YigC ¼ f �~u; �h;YigD;

@f �~u;�h;YigC
@�z ¼ @f �~u;�h;YigD

@�z
with ‘‘C’’ denoting domain ‘‘3’’ or ‘‘4’’ and ‘‘D’’ denoting domain ‘‘5’’.
Other boundary conditions are similar to those in [18,19].

The droplets are slowed by the drag CD,i (i = 1 or 2) in the tran-
sient process, including pressure drag, friction drag and thrust
drag. The instantaneous velocity of each of the droplets is thus

determined by dUd;i
d�t ¼ 3

8
1
�ql

U0 2
1
�Ri

CD;i, with dUd;1
d�t ¼ �

dU01
d�t .
3. Solution procedure

We consider droplets with the single-component of n-octane.
The thermo-physical properties for the gas mixture are calculated
by polynomials and semi-empirical equations [23–25]. The phase
equilibrium is determined by the Clausius–Clapeyron relation.
The one-step oxidation kinetics in [26] is used for the gas-phase
reaction. Wu et al. [27] have shown using a four-step reduced
kinetics model that a completely qualitative description and a good
quantitative description result from the one-step approximation.
At each time-step, the momentum equations, energy equation
and species equations (gas-phase only) are solved in order for each
Fig. 3. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the front droplet with di
sz,0 = 10.6R0, and sz,0 = 5.6R0. The initial transverse droplet spacing is sp0 = 5.9d0 and the
domain (two liquid-phase spherical domains, two gas-phase
spherical domains, and three gas-phase cartesian domains). The ra-
dius of each droplet, the relative velocity between the front droplet
and the stream, and the relative velocity between the front and
back droplets are updated instantaneously after each time-step.
The liquid-phase is initially stationary with a uniform temperature
Ts,0. The gas phase has initial conditions obtained from solving the
non-temporal form of the governing equations at specific inflow
conditions of p1, T1 and U01;0 without droplet heating, vaporiza-
tion, and deceleration.

The gridding scheme for the 3-dimensional multi-droplet calcu-
lation is similar to that used in [18,19] for single-layer droplet ar-
rays, i.e., spherical grids for the spherical domains and cartesian
grids for the cartesian domains, with interpolations needed at
the interfaces of the spherical and cartesian domains in the gas-
phase, and temporal mesh update required at the interfaces of
the liquid-phase and gas-phase spherical domains [12]. One differ-
ence is that the gas-phase cartesian domain in this study is divided
into three parts, in which domains ‘‘3’’ and ‘‘4’’ do not change but
domain ‘‘5’’ is updated (shrinking or expanding in the z-direction)
with time to take account of the relative movement between the
front and back droplets. The right boundary of domain ‘‘3’’ is
1.8R0 away from the front droplet center, and the left boundary
of domain ‘‘4’’ is 1.8R0 away from the back droplet center. The grid
of domain ‘‘5’’ overlaps with the grid of its adjacent domains ‘‘3’’
fferent streamwise droplet spacing: sz,0 =1 (the droplet in a single-layer array),
initial Reynolds number is Re0 = 11.



Fig. 4. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the front droplet with different streamwise droplet spacing: sz,0 =1 (the droplet in a single-layer array),
sz,0 = 10.6R0, and sz,0 = 5.6R0. The initial transverse droplet spacing is sp0 = 2.4d0 and the initial Reynolds number is Re0 = 45.

Fig. 5. The comparisons of the transient mass burning rate of the back droplet for
different streamwise droplet spacing (5.6R0 and 10.6R0) at Re0 = 11 or 45,
respectively.
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and ‘‘4’’ by three mesh-points in the z-direction, respectively. This
grid overlapping is a typical scheme to guarantee continuity of
variables and their derivatives at the interface of two adjacent do-
mains with the same type, without requiring any interpolations.
Matching boundary conditions are applied in the overlapping
areas, with the variable values at the boundary of each domain
matched with the variable values at the second mesh-points away
from the boundary of its adjacent domain. The number of mesh-
points in domain ‘‘5’’ is decreased or increased as domain ‘‘5’’ is
shrinking or expanding, while the mesh size in domain ‘‘5’’ stays
the same as the mesh size in domain ‘‘3’’ or ‘‘4’’ to maintain the
three mesh-points overlapping at the interface of domain ‘‘5’’ and
domain ‘‘3’’ or ‘‘4’’. So, the grids in domain ‘‘5’’ move discontinu-
ously and the numerical errors from this are negligible when inde-
pendence of the results on the mesh size is observed. To consider
the droplet surface regression, the radial position in the liquid-
phase is normalized by the instantaneous droplet radius, and the
spherical mesh for the gas-phase is fixed but expanding along with
the regressing interface, by adding new nodes to the gas-phase
spherical domain once the decrease of the radius reaches the mesh
size at the interface. When new nodes are added to the gas-phase
spherical domain, the new grid points inherit the variable values at
the old interface and the variables at the outer boundary stay un-
changed, while the variables at the grid points between the new
interface and the outer boundary are updated by interpolations
from the variable distributions before the interface change. The
Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) is
used to solve the coupled Navier-Stokes, energy and species equa-
tions for both gas and liquid phases (with species equations only
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for the gas-phase). Staggered grids are used. Forward time and hy-
brid differencing scheme are applied in the discretization. The grid
and time-step sizes are selected to give a good balance between
solution accuracy and computational economy. All other details
regarding the numerical scheme, mesh size and time-step are pro-
vided in [12,18,19].
Fig. 6. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities between the front droplet and t
droplets in tandem, at the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 5.9d0 and the initial R
4. Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the thirty parameter cases that we calculated. For
all the cases, the initial radius for both droplets is R0 = 25 lm, and
the ambient conditions are: p1 = 20 atm, T1 = 1500 K, and
YO2 ;1 ¼ 0:233.
he back droplet, and the relative velocity and streamwise distance between the two
eynolds number Re0 = 11.
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4.1. Fixed relative positions for droplets in tandem

In this section, it is assumed that there is no relative movement
between the front and back droplets for the configuration of drop-
Fig. 7. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities between the front droplet and th
droplets in tandem, at the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 2.4d0 and the initial R
lets in tandem. The initial flame shape should not be influenced by
the relative movement between the front and back droplets which
is negligible in the early period during the droplet lifetime.
Although the transient behaviors are influenced by the relative
e back droplet, and the relative velocity and streamwise distance between the two
eynolds number Re0 = 45.



Fig. 8. The comparisons of the temporal change of streamwise droplet spacing, for a
special case of two vaporizing droplets in tandem (without burning) at Re0 = 100
and sz,0 = 8.0R0.
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movement between the front and back droplets, the transient re-
sults without the consideration of the relative movement still de-
serve to be studied because there can be some experimental
Fig. 9. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the front droplet amongst thr
sz,0 = 10.6R0, the case with constant sz = 10.6R0, and the case with constant sz = 5.6R0. Th
Re0 = 11.
situation with suspended droplets in tandem which do not move
with respect to each other. Furthermore, the calculation with con-
sideration of the relative movement between the droplets in tan-
dem sometimes must be stopped in a short time after the
startup, because the possible approaching velocity makes the two
droplets in tandem too close to be handled in the current simula-
tion. However, the calculation without consideration of the relative
movement can last for most of the droplet lifetime.

The initial flame shape can be illustrated by the contours of the
gas-phase reaction rate and temperature at an early instant during
the lifetime. Figure 2a–h show the contours for four cases: case 1
with Re0 = 11 and sz,0 = 5.6R0, case 2 with Re0 = 45 and sz,0 = 5.6R0,
case 3 with Re0 = 110 and sz,0 = 5.6R0, and case 4 with Re0 = 110
and sz,0 = 10.6R0. All the cases have the same initial transverse
droplet spacing sp0 = 5.9d0. Cases 1, 2 and 3 have the same stream-
wise droplet spacing sz,0 = 5.6R0 but increasing initial Reynolds
number (or decreasing initial Damkohler number). Therefore, case
1 with low initial Reynolds number has an envelope flame around
both front droplet and back droplet; case 2 with greater initial Rey-
nolds number has wake flame for the front droplet but envelope
flame for the back droplet; and case 3 with further greater initial
Reynolds number has wake flame for the back droplet with limited
burning forward of the back droplet. As the streamwise droplet
spacing is increased from 5.6R0 to 10.6R0 at the same initial Rey-
nolds number Re0 = 110, the initial flame shape for the back droplet
ee cases: the case with relative movement between the two droplets in tandem with
e initial transverse droplet spacing is sp0 = 5.9d0 and the initial Reynolds number is
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changes from a wake flame (case 3) to an envelope flame (case 4).
This occurs because the case with greater streamwise droplet spac-
ing has greater characteristic length, greater residence time, and
thus greater initial Damkohler number.

The transient behaviors are compared for the droplet in a sin-
gle-layer array, the front droplet in a double-layer array with
streamwise droplet spacing sz,0 = 10.6R0, and the front droplet with
smaller streamwise droplet spacing sz,0 = 5.6R0. The droplet in a
single-layer array can be considered as a front droplet in a dou-
ble-layer array with infinite streamwise droplet spacing. Figure
3a–d show the comparisons of the instantaneous quantities at
the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 5.9d0 and the initial Rey-
nolds number Re0 = 11, for which the flame is an initial envelope
flame for the front droplet. Figure 4a–d show the comparisons of
the instantaneous quantities at the initial transverse droplet spac-
ing sp0 = 2.4d0 and the initial Reynolds number Re0 = 45, for which
the flame is an initial wake flame for the front droplet but is
transitioned into an envelope flame later during the lifetime. This
transition is called ‘‘wake-to-envelope transition’’, which can be
explained from the transient changes of three factors: increasing
surface temperature, decreasing Reynolds number due to the
decrease of both droplet radius and relative stream velocity, and
increasing Damkohler number due to the faster decrease of relative
stream velocity than the droplet radius, all of which favor an
Fig. 10. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the front droplet amongst
with sz,0 = 10.6R0, the case with constant sz = 10.6R0, and the case with constant sz = 5.6R0

is Re0 = 45.
envelope flame. The wake-to-envelope transition directly results
in a sharp increase in the average surface temperature because
an envelope flame encloses the droplet and thus can better heat
the droplet than a wake flame. The instantaneous quantities stud-
ied include average surface temperature, normalized relative
stream velocity, mass burning rates, and radius squared. The mass
burning rate is defined based on the surface regression rate or
droplet vaporization rate, which might have a minor deviation
from the fuel consumption rate due to fuel accumulation in the re-
gion between droplet and flame in the unsteady process. The dif-
ferences in the temporal surface temperature (including the
wake-to-envelope transition time for an initial wake flame), mass
burning rates and radius squared are small for the front droplet
with different streamwise droplet spacing. This indicates that the
front droplet in a double-layer array has similar behavior to the
droplet in a single-layer array. However, the temporal relative
stream velocity is substantially influenced by the streamwise drop-
let spacing, and the deceleration of the relative stream velocity is
lower for smaller streamwise droplet spacing.

The transient mass burning rate of the back droplet is compared
for different streamwise droplet spacing (5.6R0 and 10.6R0) in
Fig. 5, at the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 5.9d0.
Re0 = 11 and 45 with different flame structures are considered in
this figure. Greater initial Reynolds number yields greater mass
three cases: the case with relative movement between the two droplets in tandem
. The initial transverse droplet spacing is sp0 = 2.4d0 and the initial Reynolds number
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burning rate obviously due to greater forced convection. For either
initial Reynolds number, the case with smaller streamwise droplet
spacing has smaller mass burning rate because of stronger interac-
tions amongst droplets. The difference in the mass burning rate for
the two different streamwise droplet spacings is even more signif-
icant at a higher initial Reynolds number (e.g., Re0 = 110) when the
back droplet has an initial wake flame at sz,0 = 5.6R0 but has an ini-
tial envelope flame at sz,0 = 10.6R0. The cases with other initial
transverse droplet spacing are also examined, and it is found that
the difference in the mass burning rate for different streamwise
droplet spacing decreases as the initial transverse droplet spacing
decreases.

4.2. Relative movement for droplets in tandem

The relative movement between the front and back droplets is
considered in this part for the configuration of droplets in tandem.
It was reported in the literature [5,7] that the back droplet reaches
with the front droplet rapidly for the same initial droplet diameter.
With this expectation, the calculation begins with an initial
streamwise droplet spacing in the order of 10R0, and is stopped
when the streamwise droplet spacing is decreased to 4.0R0, below
which the current model can not be handled with satisfactory
accuracy.
Fig. 11. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the back droplet between th
initial streamwise droplet spacing sz,0 = 10.6R0 and initial Reynolds number Re0 = 11.
The transient behaviors of the front droplet and back droplet are
compared at the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 5.9d0 and
the initial Reynolds number Re0 = 11. The initial streamwise drop-
let spacing is sz,0 = 10.6R0. There is an initial envelope flame around
both droplets in this case. The back droplet has lower drag than the
front droplet because the flow is decelerated by the front droplet
before reaching the back droplet. Therefore, the back droplet has
greater velocity and is moving toward the front droplet, and the
streamwise distance between the two droplets decreases continu-
ously during the transient process (Fig. 6b and e). The plateau or
slight decease in the relative velocity between the two droplets
after a period of fast increase (Fig. 6e) can be explained by an ele-
vation of the drag on the back droplet due to its fast movement to-
ward the front droplet. For the flame structure with an envelope
flame around both droplets, the front droplet is better enclosed
by the flame than the back droplet (Fig. 2a and b). So, the front
droplet has higher average surface temperature and greater overall
vaporization rate than the back droplet (Fig. 6a, c and d). For smal-
ler transverse droplet spacing at which the flame at the front of the
front droplet does not stretch toward the back droplet, the differ-
ences of the surface temperature and vaporization rate between
the front droplet and back droplet are more significant.

The transient behaviors of the front droplet and back droplet are
also compared at the initial transverse droplet spacing sp0 = 2.4d0
e cases with different transverse droplet spacing of sp0 = 5.9d0 and sp0 = 2.4d0, at the
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and a greater initial Reynolds number Re0 = 45. The initial stream-
wise droplet spacing is still sz,0 = 10.6R0. The initial flame is enve-
lope flame for the back droplet but wake flame for the front
droplet. So, the front droplet has a lower average surface tempera-
ture than the back droplet for a long time until the wake flame is
transitioned into an envelope flame for the front droplet (Fig. 7a).
The lower average surface temperature for the front droplet also
results in a smaller vaporization rate than the back droplet before
the wake-to-envelope transition (Fig. 7c and d). From Fig. 7e, the
back droplet is moving toward the front droplet at a greater speed
compared to the case with smaller initial Reynolds number. So, the
streamwise distance between the two droplets decreases rapidly
and collision is expected before a major fraction of the droplet vol-
ume has been vaporized.

The relative movement between droplets is also studied for a
special case of two vaporizing droplets in tandem (without burn-
ing) at Re0 = 100 and sz,0 = 8.0R0, in order to be compared with
the existing numerical results in the literature [5]. Figure 8 shows
the comparisons of the temporal change of streamwise droplet
spacing for the current study and the literature [5]. The time scale
is normalized by a different characteristic diffusion time R2

0q1
l1

here,
as used in the literature [5]. The model in the current study and the
model in [5] yield very close results in the temporal change of
streamwise droplet spacing, with the maximum deviation around
Fig. 12. The comparisons of the instantaneous quantities for the back droplet between th
initial streamwise droplet spacing sz,0 = 10.6R0 and initial Reynolds number Re0 = 45.
10%, possibly due to the different correlations for the thermo-phys-
ical properties used in the two models.

In the previous subsection with fixed spacing between the two
droplets in tandem, it is found that the front droplet in a double-
layer array behaves similarly to the droplet in a single-layer array
for the streamwise droplet spacing of 10.6R0 and 5.6R0 considered.
This result is also expected for the cases with consideration of rel-
ative movement between the two droplets in tandem. To verify
this, we compare the transient behaviors of the front droplet
amongst three cases: the case with relative movement between
the two droplets in tandem with sz,0 = 10.6R0, the case with con-
stant sz = 10.6R0, and the case with constant sz = 5.6R0, at the con-
dition of sp0 = 5.9d0 and Re0 = 11, or sp0 = 2.4d0 and Re0 = 45,
respectively. The results in Figs. 9 and 10 show that the transient
behaviors of the front droplet with sz decreasing from 10.6R0 is
close to the transient behaviors of the front droplet at both con-
stant sz = 10.6R0 and constant sz = 5.6R0. So, the consideration of
the relative movement between the two droplets in tandem does
not influence the behaviors of the front droplet much, and the sim-
ilarity of the front droplet in a double-layer array to the droplet in a
single-layer array is still valid.

Because the behavior of the front droplet in a double-layer array
is similar to the droplet in a single-layer array at other transverse
droplet spacing, the effect of the transverse droplet spacing for the
e cases with different transverse droplet spacing of sp0 = 5.9d0 and sp0 = 1.8d0, at the



Fig. 13. The contours of the gas-phase reaction rate at an early instant during the
lifetime for the staggered array case with Re0 = 45, sp0 = 3.8d0 and sz,0 = 5.6R0.
The contours are displayed in two planes: (a) the x–z plane in which the centers of
the front droplets are located, (b) the x–z plane in which the centers of the back
droplets are located.
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front droplet in a double-layer array is also similar to the behavior
of a droplet in a single-layer array [18,19]. For the back droplet, the
initial flame is an envelope flame for the highest initial Reynolds
number of 110 considered in this study at the initial streamwise
droplet spacing of 10.6R0. For an initial envelope flame, the case
with smaller transverse droplet spacing has lower average surface
temperature and smaller burning rate due to stronger interactions
amongst droplets, as indicated from the results for the droplet in a
single-layer array. This is also true for the back droplet in a double-
layer array, as shown in Fig. 11a, c and d at a typical condition of
sz,0 = 10.6R0 and Re0 = 11. Figure 11b also shows that the decease
of the droplet velocity is slower for smaller transverse droplet
spacing when it is intermediate, which is consistent with the re-
sults for the droplet in a single-layer array. These results are also
applicable for other higher initial Reynolds number considered in
this study (Fig. 12 for Re0 = 45).
Fig. 14. The comparisons of the temporal average surface temperature and mass burning
Re0 = 45, sp0 = 3.8d0 and sz,0 = 5.6R0.
4.3. Relative movement for staggered droplets

In this section, the configuration of staggered droplets is exam-
ined, with consideration of the relative movement between the
front and back droplets. The staggered droplets resemble better
the stochastic droplet distribution in a spray. As the droplets in dif-
ferent layers are staggered rather than in tandem, the back droplet
is not directly in the wake of the front droplet. Therefore, the dif-
ference of the drag for the front and back droplets and the relative
movement between the two droplets are not as significant as those
for the configuration of droplets in tandem.

It was mentioned previously that there are three different flame
structures for the configuration of droplets in tandem: an envelope
flame around both front droplet and back droplet, envelope flame
for the back droplet but wake flame for the front droplet, and wake
flame only behind the back droplet. For the configuration of stag-
gered droplets, there is one more flame structure, i.e., wake flames
behind both back droplet and front droplet, as displayed in Fig. 13a
and b for the case with Re0 = 45, sp0 = 3.8d0 and sz,0 = 5.6R0. Fig-
ure 14a and b compare the temporal average surface temperature
and mass burning rate for the front and back droplets for this case.
They indicate that the back droplet has obviously earlier wake-to-
envelope transition than the front droplet. The flame structure of
wake flames behind both front and back droplets does not exist
for the droplets in tandem (with intermediate streamwise droplet
spacing) because a wake flame behind the front droplet automati-
cally results in a flame in the front region of the back droplet (i.e.,
an envelope flame for the back droplet).

The temporal streamwise droplet spacing is compared in Fig. 15
for the following cases with different initial transverse droplet
spacing or initial Reynolds number: sp0 = 2.1d0 and Re0 = 11;
sp0 = 2.1d0 and Re0 = 45; sp0 = 3.8d0 and Re0 = 11; sp0 = 3.8d0 and
Re0 = 45. The initial streamwise droplet spacing is sz,0 = 5.6R0 for
all the cases. The cases with an initial envelope flame for the front
droplet (Re0 = 11) have generally monotonic decrease of the
streamwise droplet spacing. For the cases with initial wake flames
(Re0 = 45), the streamwise droplet spacing reaches a peak value
first but then decreases monotonically. A period of increasing
streamwise droplet spacing occurs due to the flow acceleration be-
tween the front droplets increasing the drag on the back droplets.
After the back staggered droplet becomes a greater distance behind
the front droplet, it experiences a decreased drag because of the
wake of the front droplet and then it moves forward more rapidly
rate between the front droplet and the back droplet for the staggered array case with



Fig. 15. The temporal streamwise droplet spacing for the staggered droplets with
sz,0 = 5.6R0, for the following four cases: sp0 = 2.1d0 and Re0 = 11; sp0 = 2.1d0 and
Re0 = 45; sp0 = 3.8d0 and Re0 = 11; sp0 = 3.8d0 and Re0 = 45.
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than the front droplet. The cases with smaller initial transverse
droplet spacing (sp0 = 2.1d0) have faster decrease of the streamwise
droplet spacing because they are closer to the configuration of
droplets in tandem.
5. Concluding remarks

The transient burning of convective n-octane droplets in a dou-
ble-layer array is simulated numerically by solving the Navier-
Stokes, energy and species equations. Each layer in the double-
layer array is a periodic droplet array; so, only two droplets are
considered in the calculation by the use of symmetry planes. The
configurations of droplets in tandem and staggered droplets are
examined. The transient behaviors for both front and back droplets
and the relative movement between the two droplets are studied
for various initial relative stream velocity and initial transverse
droplet spacing.

There are three different flame structures for the configuration
of droplets in tandem: an envelope flame around both front droplet
and back droplet, envelope flame for the back droplet but wake
flame for the front droplet, and wake flame only behind the back
droplet. One more flame structure, i.e., wake flames behind both
front and back droplets exists for the configuration of staggered
droplets. The initial flame structure is influenced by the initial Rey-
nolds number (or initial Damkohler number) and the initial
streamwise droplet spacing. When the initial streamwise droplet
spacing is sufficiently large (e.g., 10.6R0) for the droplets in tandem,
the back droplet will have an initial envelope flame even at a large
initial Reynolds number or small initial Damkohler number (e.g.,
Re0 = 110, Da0 = 0.12).

The front droplet in a double-layer array behaves similarly to
the droplet in a single-layer array for the streamwise droplet spac-
ing considered in this study, no matter whether the relative move-
ment between the two droplets in tandem is allowed or not. So, the
effect of the transverse droplet spacing for a droplet in a single-
layer array is also applicable for the front droplet in a double-layer
array. For the configuration of droplets in tandem, the back droplet
has an initial envelope flame for most cases considered in this
study, and smaller transverse droplet spacing yields lower average
surface temperature and smaller burning rate due to stronger
interactions amongst droplets, also similar to the results for the
droplet in a single-layer array.

For the configuration of droplets in tandem, the back droplet
maintains a greater velocity and is moving toward the front droplet
because it has lower drag than the front droplet. When the initial
Reynolds number is high, the relative velocity between the two
droplets in tandem might be fast and collision is expected before
a major fraction of the droplet volume has been vaporized. For
the configuration of staggered droplets, the relative movement be-
tween the front and back droplets is not as significant as the con-
figuration of droplets in tandem. There can be a period of
increasing streamwise droplet spacing for the cases with initial
wake flames due to the flow acceleration between the front drop-
lets increasing the drag on the back droplets. If there is an initial
envelope flame around both front and back droplets, the front
droplet has higher average surface temperature and greater overall
vaporization rate than the back droplet. If the initial flame is an
envelope flame for the back droplet but a wake flame for the front
droplet, the front droplet has lower average surface temperature
and smaller vaporization rate than the back droplet before the
wake-to-envelope transition for the front droplet. The configura-
tion of staggered droplets has also initial wake flames for both
front and back droplets, and the back droplet has earlier wake-
to-envelope transition than the front droplet.
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